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ABSTRACT 

Since cloud computing offers an appropriate platform for data centres, it has become a potent tool for data 

storage. According to recent studies, one of the main problems with cloud computing systems is their energy 

usage. In order to meet performance standards, minimise power usage, and optimise resource utilisation, we 

should reduce energy consumption. In this research, a novel algorithm based on the energy optimisation 

technique known as Sharing with Live Migration (SLM) is introduced, which may be used to assign resources in a 

cloud computing environment. Using a unique algorithm that learns and predicts task similarity, we employed the 

Cloud-Sim toolkit to control the usage of virtual machines (VMs) in this scheduler. Each task is then assigned to 

an appropriate VM. Conversely, SLM uses a migration procedure to meet the hosted applications' Quality of 

Services (QoS) requirements. The method performs better, saves electricity, and requires less processing time, 

according to the experimental results. As such, the SLM algorithm outperforms a modified state-of-the-art 

solution for a comparable situation in terms of virtual machine efficiency and resource utilisation. 

Keywords: cloud computing, scheduling algorithm, green computing, energy optimization, virtualization. 

INTRODUCTION 

When it comes to on-demand processing and storage, cloud computing is the best option because it allows users 
to save, retrieve, and share any kind of data on the cloud. High power consumption is one of the major issues that 
cloud computing data centres face, despite their many advantages. In this regard, striking a balance between 
delivering performance and minimising energy consumption is a common challenge for cloud service providers. 
Furthermore, by 2020, data centres in the US are expected to consume roughly 73 billion kilowatt-hours of 
energy, according to current trends [1]. Power costs can quickly surpass hardware costs by a significant margin if 
power consumption keeps rising [2]. The cooling system, network, and servers in a cloud data centre use 90% of 
the electricity available [3]. 

High efficiency cloud computing data centres must be created in order to ensure a future of green computing and 
satisfy industrial demands, as this sector is growing into a significant consumer of energy and resources. The 
purpose of scheduling algorithms is to distribute work in a way that maximises the use of system resources [4]. 
There is a need for more creative and efficient scheduling models because despite the large number of models that 
have been proposed and thoroughly investigated, the majority of them are not appropriate for the modern cloud 
computing environment [5]. 

In order for a scheduler to properly categorise and evaluate computer resources and shorten task execution times, 
task scheduling—a crucial component of cloud computing—currently concentrates on all computing resources 
[6]. Enhancing the effectiveness of the scheduling system in a cloud setting can boost the server's performance 
and related resources, as well as the efficiency of the procedures that manage proficiency [7]. 

Task scheduling can be divided into three primary categories: heuristic, hybrid, and energy-efficient algorithms 
[8]. First, there are two categories of heuristic task scheduling: static and dynamic power usage. Static algorithms 
operate under the assumption that every task is independent and arrives at the same time. Numerous task-
scheduling techniques, including evolutionary algorithms, min–min and max–min, minimum execution and 
minimum completion times, etc., are classified as static scheduling techniques. Dynamic scheduling strategies, 
including K-Percent and suffrage scheduling, rely on the system machine's current state of time and presume that 
the jobs' arrival times are dynamic. 
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The second category of algorithms relates to job scheduling that is energy-efficient. One of the key factors 
influencing a cloud data center's energy consumption is task scheduling. Cutting-edge green task-scheduling 
algorithms are created and optimised to save energy usage by figuring out the best processing speed to finish 
every work before a deadline. Last but not least, hybrid scheduling reduces execution time by combining several 
scheduling factors into a single scheduling strategy. The majority of these algorithms are either brand-new or 
created by fusing many outdated predesigned schedulers together. 

This is how the rest of the paper is structured. Related works are shown in Section 2. The Sharing with Live 
Migration (SLM) paradigm is developed in Section 3. In Section 4, the SLM scheduler algorithm is suggested. 
The analysis and simulation are shown in Section 5. The experimental results are presented in Section 6. Section 7 
concludes with discussion of conclusions and next steps. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Numerous articles discuss how to schedule and assign tasks in a cloud environment, which has been beneficial in 
lowering overall energy use. 

An energy-efficient workflow task-scheduling method (DEWTS) enabled by Dynamic Voltage and Frequency 
Scaling (DVFS) was proposed by the authors [9]. By splitting up the concurrent jobs into workflows, the 
suggested approach balances the scheduling performance and then runs the workflows at the right time to 
minimise power usage. According to evaluation tests, the algorithm was successful in reducing power usage by 
46.5% when doing jobs in parallel. 

A green, energy efficient scheduler, the priority algorithm from [10] effectively applies the DVFS technique to 
assign appropriate resources to jobs in accordance with the requirements of workloads under the Service Level 
Agreement (SLA). Compared to the dynamic voltage scaling strategy, this method lowered server power 
consumption by 23% and enhanced resource utilisation [11]. In order to lower energy usage for data-intensive 
systems by lowering the SLA rate, an offline scheduling technique was put out in [12]. To lower cloud energy 
usage, the suggested scheduling approach enhanced server utilisation and reduced network traffic. 

The authors[13] presented an energy-aware scheduling technique for batch and online mode workloads that 
integrates DVFS in multicore CPUs. For batch mode applications, the scheduler reduced energy consumption by 
27%, and for online mode applications, it reduced energy consumption by 70%. The highest performance power 
virtual machine (VM) under the deadline limitation was chosen first when scheduling the virtual machines using 
the new virtual machine scheduler that was suggested in [14]. This scheduling approach reduced energy 
consumption by up to 20% while increasing processing capacity by 8%. Using an energy-aware load balancer in 
the cloud, Pavithra and Ranjana [15] proposed an energy-efficient resource-provisioning system with dynamic 
virtual machine deployment. The method that is being given reduces the cloud computing environment's cost, 
power consumption, and execution time to achieve quantifiable gains in resource utilisation. 

By utilising a consolidation approach and optimising the virtual machine (VM) allocation, the suggested 
scheduling scheme in [16] made use of the available resources and reduced energy consumption. In comparison to 
two benchmarks, DVFS and an Energy-aware Scheduling algorithm utilising the Workload-aware Consolidation 
Technique (ESWCT), the results demonstrated an improvement in energy consumption. The effective server-first 
scheduling that was suggested in [17] made use of the response time in relation to the number of active servers in 
order to lower data centre energy usage. Approximately 70 times as much energy was saved as compared to the 
technique based on random selection. 

While the aforementioned task-scheduling algorithms took into account one or two task scheduling criteria, the 
algorithm must give optimal performance with the lowest possible cost and power consumption while also being 
fair to users when providing services. The necessity for dynamic resource scheduling techniques was emphasised 
in Intel's Cloud Computing 2015 Vision. These techniques include using a good task scheduler that can lower an 
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application's processing time as well as the power consumption of its used resources, as well as shutting down idle 
servers [18, 19]. 

This work focuses on building a novel scheduler to minimise the total processing and communication costs for a 
group of activities aiming at reducing the overall energy consumption, taking into account the constraints of the 
previous studies. 

3. THE SLM MODEL, OR PROPOSED SHARING WITH LIVE MIGRATION 
Improving cloud computing's energy efficiency brought forth a demand for research studies and the best possible 
solutions. In this study, we introduce a unique algorithm for a cloud computing environment that might distribute 
resources according to SLM, or energy-saving optimisation techniques. To minimise bandwidth utilisation and 
transmission time needed for file transactions between various resources and optimise energy consumption in a 
data centre, the SLM model leverages two primary task characteristics: task migration and the similarity among 
the number of requests users deliver to the cloud. 

3.1. MODEL OF WORKFLOW 
The model is based on the idea that there are a set of tasks, and that tasks can be performed concurrently on a 
given available resource file if they will execute the same kind of operation on that source file while adhering to 
certain constraints. 

The following is the setting in which cloud computing task scheduling takes place: 

Inputs: The set of m resources, designated by R = [R1, R2,..., Rj,..., Rm], is expected to handle n independent 
tasks, represented by the set T = [T1, T2,..., Ti,..., Tn], i = 1, 2,..., n, j = 1, 2,..., m. 

Results: Effective work scheduling to appropriate resources and timeliness is the result.  
Goals: Reducing makespan to achieve energy-efficient scheduling and enhancing the data center's energy 
efficiency. 

Tasks are sent to the data centre by its cloud users, and the scheduler manages the distribution of these requests to 
the relevant resources and maintains track of task dependencies. This work presents a novel SLM scheduler that 
seeks to process several tasks in the cloud simultaneously in order to maximise makespan and overall energy 
consumption without compromising the performance of the application. 

3.2. MODEL OF ENERGY 

P(u) = k∗ Pmax + (1 − k)∗ Pmax ∗ u  (1) 

The power model used in the SLM database, as specified in [23], where Pmax is the maximum power consumed 
when the host is fully utilised, k is the proportion of power consumed by the host when idle, and u is the CPU 
utilisation. 

The integral of the power consumption function for a given time period (2) is used to determine the total energy 
consumed by a single host. This is represented as u(t). 

   (2) 

When all tasks are completed, VMs and hosts are terminated, and the total energy used by the hosts to process all 
of the tasks at the data centre for a specified amount of time is what determines the data center's energy 
consumption. The algorithm's output displays each host's energy consumption as well as the amount of processing 
time needed to complete one task in order to compute the host's energy usage [20]. 
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3.3. THE MODEL OF EXECUTION 

The suggested SLM scheduler method is covered in the steps that follow: 

1.   The data centre receives numerous jobs from users. 

2.  In the event that the required server is idle, the scheduler begins processing jobs.  

3.  Incoming tasks that require a file that is currently being used are queued.  

4.  The scheduler goes through a task checkup process for every job that is queued for every queue. In case any 
of the tasks need to perform a similar type of process on the available resource, it will grant them permission 
to start concurrently with the current task without waiting in the queue if the designated host is not 
overloaded. 

5.  If the primary server is too busy, move workloads to the replica server that isn't being used.  

6.  Transfer duties from the replica server, which is underloaded, to the main server and put it back into sleep 
mode. 

7.  Use queuing for tasks with the shortest wait times in the event that resources are not available. 

4. SLM SCHEDULER ALGORITHM 

The two primary properties that the SLM algorithm leverages are the similarity of task characteristics and live 
migration. Similarity is the ability to process a set of jobs concurrently based on their kinds. Because the SLM 
scheduler uses four different job types i. e. read, write, download, and upload, it categorises the tasks according to 
their kind and the required source file. For better bandwidth utilisation, two processes that are reading the same 
file, for instance, will be scheduled concurrently. However, conflicts prevent processes like "write" and "write" or 
"upload" and "upload" from processing concurrently. 

Live migration can also reduce the amount of physical computers that are in use by transferring jobs to idle 
machines (consolidation) and transferring processes from overloaded to underloaded servers (load balancing) 
[21]. Generally speaking, a cloud provider will take the threshold into account in order to enable auto-scaling. The 
aggregate value determined by using the current performance metric values is defined by the threshold parameter, 
which also determines the point at which resource auto-scaling is initiated. Pre-agreed Service Level Agreements 
(SLAs) based on [22] determine the top and lower auto-scaling thresholds, which are set at 80% and 30%, 
respectively. 

Since 80% is the top utilisation criterion, the overload migration begins if the load is greater than that amount. 
Migration occurs in the SLM model between two replica servers, and the server replica configuration is used to 
generate the SLM data centre model. According to the replica configuration, each server is duplicated and used to 
serve as an updated replica of the master server. The cost of migrating the VMs was determined using the 
following equations in the SLM model [23]. 

  (3) 

  (4) 

Where (t) is the CPU utilisation by VMj, Memoryj is the amount of memory utilised by VMj, Bandwidthj is the 
available network bandwidth, and t0 is the time when the migration starts. Tmj is the time taken to finish the 
migration. 

As stated in Algorithm 1, one read/download counter and one write/upload lock referred to as the read/download 
lock and write/upload lock, respectively must be defined and utilised in order to apply the SLM algorithm. While 
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writing or uploading, the write/upload lock is activated. Once completion of the procedure, the lock will be turned 
back to off. As long as it is on, this lock will prohibit any other process from starting. 

Since many read or download tasks can be processed in parallel but do not always start and end at the same time, 
a write or upload operation on a resource can only begin if no other process is using it. This is why the 
read/download counter uses a single counter to count the read and download operations. Every time a read or 
download procedure begins, the counter will be increased, and it will decrease after the process is complete. We 
utilise this counter because the write or upload procedure cannot begin until this number is zero. 

Algorithm 1: The Sharing with Live Migration (SLM) algorithm 

Create different types of task 

Submit task to broker for execution 

For each task from task queue 

For each VM from VM list 

Submit task to the VM 

If VM.host.utilization > 80 

Migrate VMs until host utilization is <80 

Else 

If VM.host.utilization < 30 

Migrate to another host and hibernate current host 

If the read/download counter=0 & write/upload lock is in off mode for the current task required 

resource file 

Submit task for execution 

If the task type is read/download 

Increment the read/download counter 

Else 

Set write/upload lock on 

Else 

If read/download counter 6=0 

If task type is read/download 

Submit task for execution, increment counter 

Else 

Submit task to waiting queue 

Else 

Submit task to the waiting queue 

After execution of task 

If task has used file for read or download 
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Decrement read/download count 

Else 

Set write/upload off 

5. ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION OF SLM 

We used the Cloud-Sim toolbox to simulate the overall energy usage in the SLM's recommended approach. Next, 
we contrasted the outcomes of the SLM simulation with the data centre layout found in [24]. 

5.1. ASSUMPTIONS 
The cloud data centre offers six physical servers, each of which has ten virtual machines. All of the hosts and 
virtual machines have the same set of specifications, including processing power, storage capacity, and 
bandwidth. Eight GB of RAM, two TB of storage, four CPUs with a 10,000 MIPS capacity, and sixteen DVS-
enabled processors make up each host in the data centre. Since the data centre has six hosts, we applied the replica 
method to half of the hosts, meaning that three hosts have nine different sources and the other half have an exact 
copy of the nine files, as shown in Figure 1. Each host has three different source files that the cloud users require. 

 
Figure 1: Identical hosts. 

5.2. ENVIRONMENT FOR SIMULATION 
We chose Cloud-Sim as the platform for simulation because it allows us to model and simulate cloud computing 
systems, offers a variety of application environments, and supports the system and behaviour modelling of cloud 
systems, including resource provisioning policies, virtual machines, and data centres [29]. 

The simulation's objective is to assess the algorithm's effectiveness in a typical data centre setting. Six hosts, sixty 
virtual machines (VMs), 500 tasks that required four different processing kinds (reading, downloading, writing, or 
uploading), and nine source files that were stored on the hosts and processed by the various tasks were all 
included in the simulation of the datacenter. 

5.3. CASE STUDY OF SIMULATION 
Users are connected to the cloud via a broker entity. A job is first submitted by the user to its broker, who 
subsequently schedules the work in accordance with a scheduling policy. The broker dynamically obtains a list of 
available resources and details about the hosts' locations before scheduling the task. 500 jobs are generated in the 
simulated environment and given to a scheduler who controls and prioritises their entrance. The simulation 
environment had been set up and executed following the next steps in the scenario: 

[1] Task generation: Assign reading, writing, uploading, and downloading assignments with 10, 000, 40,000, 
80,000, and 200,000 task durations. Create an arbitrary number of tasks and configure their kind, size, and 
quantity. 
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[2] Primary admission control: When there are sufficient free processing elements (PEs), the data centre broker 
assigns jobs to a class known as "cloudlet" to handle transferring them to the appropriate virtual machine 
(VM) without breaking any concurrency control rules. 

[3] Analysis and ranking tailored to applications: Each task is described in the file execution information, 
together with the file number, task type, file host number, and file VM number. Tasks are assigned by the 
SLM scheduling strategy to the first underloaded virtual machine (VM) with the necessary file. The term 
"cloudlet" designates the kind of job process, each with a unique code, such as reading, downloading, 
writing, or uploading. Only'read' or 'download' task types are permitted for simultaneous processing by the 
SLM scheduler; 'write' or 'upload' task types are not permitted because of the overwriting issue. Concurrency 
control will therefore be provided by the SLM scheduler. 

[4] Control over QoS and SLA: To identify changes in QoS and SLA conditions and stop any violations of such 
agreements, the suggested SLM simulation model included a continuous observation class. 

6. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 
Based on the outcomes of the experiments, we examine our algorithm's performance in this part. To validate the 
performance of the suggested SLM scheduler even further, we developed a simulation that we called SLM. Our 
suggested SLM scheduler's reaction time performance was evaluated by benchmarking it against the fundamental 
job scenario [30]. The fundamental work model is a greedy data centre that uses a FIFO (First In First Out) 
queuing system and no concurrency control to assign jobs to hosts with enough capacity to handle them. This 
prevents two tasks from accessing the same file at the same time. The waiting and response times will therefore 
gradually cause the makespan to grow with large loads. 

The task scheduling methods have been evaluated based on two metrics: energy usage and makespan. The latter 
refers to the total time required to allocate all tasks to the virtual machines (VMs) that are available. As a result, 
the SLM model will offer task admission control for each and every incoming task in addition to offering 
migration-enabled parallel processing. As demonstrated in Table 1, the suggested method can considerably lower 
the system's makespan and energy usage when compared to the basic work algorithm. 

Table 1: The SLM and the basic work simulation energy and makespan results. 
 

No of 
Tasks 

Basic Work Model Energy Consumption in the SLM 
Energy consumption 

(Kwh) 
Makespan 

(s) 
Energy consumption 

(Kwh) 
Makespan (s) 

100 0.17 1102 0.09 460 
200 0.23 1598 0.12 735 
300 0.31 2245 0.15 1278 
400 0.35 2320 0.20 1368 
500 0.42 2605 0.29 1964 

Table 1's simulation results for the SLM model demonstrate the progress made in lowering energy usage. In a 
baseline work setting, a batch of 100 jobs in the cloud data centre would require 0.17 kWh and 1102 s of 
makespan to complete; in contrast, the SLM model would only require 0.09 kWh and 460 s of makespan. The 
enhancements are shown in Figures 2 and 3. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of the energy consumption of the SLM and the basic work model. 

 
Figure 3: Comparison of the energy consumption of the SLM and the basic work model. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
The reduction of expenses and computer infrastructure is the ultimate aim of energy-efficient scheduling in cloud 
computing. In order to lower a data center's overall energy usage, this article introduced a revolutionary 
scheduling method called SLM, which combines sharing and live migration principles. A series of simulated 
experiments showed that the approach results in a burden that is more evenly distributed across all machines. The 
SLM algorithm performs optimally overall and has a lower processing time than a basic task. The findings 
demonstrate good performance in terms of makespan and energy consumption. We anticipate that the suggested 
algorithm will be used by real-world cloud platforms, with the goal of minimising network load and lowering 
cloud data centre energy expenses. 
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